
Digital Terrain Analysis using TopoToolbox - a quick and incomplete guide

Basics
TopoToolbox supports the analysis of digital elevation 
models (DEMs). A typical workflow starts with loading a 
DEM into the MATLAB workspace.

DEM = GRIDobj(file);

file = 'srtm_bigtujunga30m_utm11.tif'

DEM is an instance of GRIDobj, a numeric 
class that stores elevation values, 
coordinates and coordinate reference. 

FD = FLOWobj(DEM);

FD is an instance of FLOWobj. It is derived 
from the DEM and stores flow directions in 
an efficient way.

S = STREAMobj(FD,'minarea',1000);

S is an instance of STREAMobj. It stores 
river networks which are subgraphs of the 
flow network (FD). 'minarea' determines the 
minimum upstream area (here in pixels) 
required to initiate a river. 

Methods for working 
with GRIDobj

Methods for working 
with FLOWobj 

Methods for working 
with STREAMobj 

G = gradient8(DEM);

Calculate terrain attributes

Reproject, resample and change extent

Export and save

Visualize

Each class has many methods (functions) which are found in 
the directories @classname. You can print all functions to the 
command window with
 
There is help for each function which you can print to the 
command window with

or

Each function is called with one or several input arguments. 
Some input arguments come as parameter name-value pairs. 
A parameter name (e.g. 'minarea') is always followed by a 
value (e.g. 1000).

showmethods classname

help functionname 

help classname/functionname 
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Steepest downward gradient. 

C = curvature(DEM,'prof' or 'plan' ...);
Curvature in profile or planform direction. 

ASP = aspect(DEM);
Slope exposition (aspect).

Conversion
P = polygon2GRIDobj(DEM, MS);
L = line2GRIDobj(DEM, MS or x,y)

Rasterize polygons or lines stored as mapping structures 
(MS) (see function shaperead (requires Mapping Toolbox)). 

DEM = reproject2utm(DEMlatlon, res);

Reproject a grid stored in geographic coordinates to a new 
GRID with resolution res (e.g. 30 m) and suitable UTM zone. 

DEM = resample(DEM, res);
Resample grid to new spatial resolution res (e.g. 30 m).

DEM = crop(DEM, 'interactive');
Interactively change the extent of a grid.

imageschs(DEM,G,'colormap',ttscm('vik'))

Plot GRIDobj together with a hillshade. 
Here we use ttscm to access colormaps 
from Scientific Colour Maps.

GRIDobj2geotiff(DEM,'filename.tif')

Installing TopoToolbox

More to explore

References

Example workflow: Calculate river steepness

Modify the geometry of the stream network
St = trunk(S);
Extract longest river in each drainage basin.
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S2 = klargestconncomps(S,k);
Extract the k largest drainage basins of a river network.

S2 = modify(S,'parametername',value);
There are numerous possibilities to modify stream 
networks, such as:

modify(S,'streamorder',1);
Extract first order rivers.
modify(S,'lefttrib',trunk(S));
Extract left tributaries to the trunk river.

Hydrological conditioning

modify(S,'interactive','poly');
Interactively select and extract parts of the network.

Smooth river profiles 
z = crs(S,DEM,'k',10,'tau',0.2);
Returns a smooth and hydrologically corrected river profile
z* (see also crsapp, smooth, crslin).

* Many functions take or return node-attribute lists (nals) 
which are vectors containing a value for each stream pixel.

River attributes 
s = streamorder(S);
Calculate the Strahler stream order.

s = sinuosity(S,seglength);
Calculate sinuosity for segments of the river.

Visualization
plot(S) Plot river network.
plotc(S,DEM) Plot river network colored by elevation.
plotdz(S,DEM) Plot longitudinal river profile.

Save and export ... see example

Load data and calculate flow and stream network. 
DEM = GRIDobj('srtm_bigtujunga30m_utm11.tif');
FD  = FLOWobj(DEM);
S   = STREAMobj(FD,'minarea',1000);

Correct the DEM with downstream minima imposition. 
DEM = imposemin(S,DEM);

River steepness ksn with some smoothing (5) and mn = 0.45. 
k = ksn(S,DEM,A,0.45,5);

Calculate upslope area (flow accumulation).
A = flowacc(FD);

Plot the results.
imageschs(DEM,[],'colormap',[1 1 1],...
'colorbar',false);
hold on
plotc(S,k); colorbar; caxis([0 500])

Save as shapefile.
MS = STREAMobj2mapstruct(S,...
'seglength',1000, 'attributes', ...
{'ksn' k @mean});
shapewrite(MS,'streamnet.shp')
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Earth Surface Dynamics, 2, 1–7, 2014.
Note that there are multiple publications associated with some functions. 
Please cite accordingly.

You'll need MATLAB® 2016b or newer including the Image 
Processing Toolbox to run TopoToolbox. The Mapping 
Toolbox, the Optimization Toolbox, and the Parallel 
Computing Toolbox are good to have.

Then follow the instructions in the readme.md file (see 
Getting started) to install TopoToolbox. 

Need more help? Type doc in the command window. You'll 
find TopoToolbox under Supplemental Software. There is 
tons of additional information available. 

A = flowacc(FD);

Calculate terrain attributes

Calculate flow accumulation (upstream area).

DZ = vertdistance2stream(FD,S,DEM);
Height above nearest drainage. Requires river network S 
and digital elevation model DEM.

A = imposemin(FD,DEM);
Downstream minima imposition to warrant that elevations 
are monotonously decreasing in downstream direction.

Drainage basin delineation

D = drainagebasins(FD);
Delineate drainage basins. Add outlets as second input 
argument, if wanted.

D = flowdistance(FD);
Calculate flow distance from the outlet. Alternatively, 
longest or shortest flow distance in downstream direction 
are computed.

Drainage basin statistics

stats = drainagebasinstats(FD);
Calculate zonal statistics for drainage basins. Note that 
drainage basins can be nested. Here's an example for 
calculating the mean gradient of all river basins.
S = STREAMobj(FD,'minarea',1000);
ix = streampoi(S,'outlet','ix');
G  = gradient8(DEM);
stats = drainagebasinstats(FD,ix,'grad',G);
histogram([stats.grad_mean]);

Export the statistics as shapefile.
shapewrite(stats,'dbstats.shp')

http://topotoolbox.wordpress.com

Always work with DEMs in a 
projected coordinate system!


